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Safety Needles

Nouveau Contour is extremely 

concerned with the threat of fluid 

cross-contamination to the hand piece. 

The Nouveau Contour patented, Safety 

needle system prevents from fluid cross 

contamination. Verifiably, traditional 

machines are subject to airborne and 

fluid cross-contamination. 

Unique Needle Cartridge System

Tests have proven that the risk of cross 

contamination with traditional machines 

due to possible backflow of liquids and 

circulation of contaminated air within the 

hand piece is prevalent. 

For the safety of both the technician and 

the client, the Nouveau Contour Needle 

Cartridge System works unlike anything 

on the market today. The needle and 

the needle “tube” are integrated in one 

disposable cartridge system. Internal 

diaphragms halt and prevent fluid and 

airborne contaminants from entering 

the hand piece, which is therefore 

completely independent of the disposable 

cartridge and void of any possibility of 

cross-contamination. When the cartridge 

is detached from the hand piece the 

needle automatically retracts back into 

the cartridge, preventing an accidental 

“stick” to the technician, or client. 

The safety needles fit on the Nouveau 

Contour safety hand piece. The system is 

therefore void of any possibility of cross 

contamination. Available in 21 different 

needle formations.

Safety 
Cartridge 
Needles

Safety first!

Nouveau Contour realizes that it is 

imperative that the disposable tube/

needle cartridges be sterilized. Each 

cartridge is packed separately in a 

class 100.000 clean room and sterilized 

using EO gas to prevent disease 

transmission. The entire cartridge, 

which contains the needle, can then be 

disposed of properly. Another safety 

feature is that when the cartridge is 

detached from the hand piece the 

needle automatically retracts back into 

the cartridge, preventing an accidental 

“stick” to the technician, or client.



Round-tip Needles
1-point Nano NT needle 0.12MM
Ultra fine, high quality needle. The steel tube at the tip 
gives less vibration on the needle. The innovative tunnel 
provides more stability which results in extraordinary 
pigment deposit and ultra sharp hairstrokes. Only for 
experienced technicians.

1-Point Nano 2 Needle 0.12 MM
Create ultra-sharp and crispy lines with our thinnest 
nano needle. Generates smaller size perforations. 
Always use 2 tones darker than usual for optimal results. 
For experienced technicians only. 

1-Point Nano 1 Needle 0.15MM
Our second thinnest needle, this penetrates the skin 
shaft at 0.15MM. Always use 2 tones darker than usual 
for optimal results. For experienced technicians only. 

1-Point Micro Needle 0.18MM
Great for creating fine hair strokes. Be careful not to go 
too deep into the skin as there is less resistance of the 
skin when using the micro needle.

1-Point Liner Needle 0.25MM
Suitable for fine hair strokes and detailed lines, such as 
lip corners. Remain watchful against signs of scarring 
and do not inject the pigment too deeply to avoid too dark 
a color.

3-Point Micro Needle 0.18MM
The 3-point micro needle is thinner than the regular 
3-point needle. Suitable for ultra-fine lines, such as 
lower eyeliner and lip corners. Do not inject the pigment 
too deeply to avoid too dark a color.

3-Point Outline Needle 0.25MM
A 3-point needle whereby one of the points protrudes in 
the direction of the supply opening. Suitable for making 
a distinct contour to define a high eyeliner, semi hair 
strokes, and the outer corners of the lips.



3-Point Liner Needle 0.30MM
Suitable for drawing lines in eyebrows, fine lip lines, and 
eyeliner with lash-broadening effect.

5-Point Round Needle 0.30MM
Suitable for soft eyebrows, wide eyeliners and lip liners.

5-Point Shader Needle 0.30MM
The 5 shader is commonly used to create soft shaded 
brows, fill in lips and to create a smudged look for 
eyeliner. It is also a good choice for camouflage work and 
to fill in the areola.

7-Point Round Needle 0.30MM
Has an open, round needle form and is suitable for very 
wide upper eyeliners and the partial coloring in of the 
lips.

Flat-tip Needles
4-Point Flat Needle 0.35MM
Four needles in a row. Suitable for the hair-stroke 
technique for eyebrows, by applying the ‘scoop’ 
technique. The result is a very natural look of eyebrow 
hairs. (Master Training Course Hair stroke)

5-Point Magnum Needle 0.30MM
Flat form comprising 5 needles in 2 rows. Suitable for 
smokey eyeliners, wide and high eyeliners, and the 
coloring in of lips using the circling technique. (Master 
Training Course Advanced Eyeliner) (Master Training 
Course Advanced Lip)

9-Point Magnum Needle 0.30MM
Flat form comprising 9 needles in 2 rows. Suitable for a 
subtle coloring in of large areas. (Master Training Course 
Areola) (Master Training Course Advanced Lip)



Digital Blading Needles
Digital Blading 3-Point Sloped-Tip Needle 0.40MM
Flat form comprising, 3 nano needles in a row. For 
experienced technicians only. Designed especially for 
digital blading. Creates razor sharp hair strokes and is 
suitable for all skin types. Suitable for ‘digital blading’ in 
a somewhat thinner eyebrow.

Digital Blading 5-Point Sloped-Tip Needle 0.40MM
Flat form comprising, 5 nano needles in a row. For 
experienced technicians only. Designed especially for 
digital blading. Creates razor sharp hair strokes and is 
suitable for all skin types. Suitable for ‘digital blading’ in 
a somewhat bolder eyebrow.

Sloped-tip Needles
3-Point Sloped-Tip Needle 0.40MM
Flat form comprising 3 needles in a row. Suitable for 
relatively high eyeliners, a wide lip liner, or the partial 
coloring in of lips. (Experience desired when working 
with this needle)

5-Point Sloped-Tip Needle 0.40MM
Flat form comprising 5 needles in a row. Suitable for 
a very high, advanced eyeliner, and full lips without 
lip liner. (Master Training Course Advanced Eyeliner) 
(Master Training Course Advanced Lip)



Power-tip Needles
3-Point Power Needle 0.30MM
Extra sharp 3-point needle for more precise work than 
a regular 3-point needle will allow. Suitable for the 
shading of eyebrows and the drawing of fine eyeliners 
and lip liner.

5-Point Power Needle 0.30MM
Extra sharp 5-point needle for more precise work than 
a regular 5-point needle will allow. Suitable for the 
shading of eyebrows and the drawing of somewhat wider 
eyeliners.

7-Point Power Needle 0.30MM
Extra sharp 7-point needle for more precise work than a 
regular 7-point needle will allow. Suitable for the subtle 
shading of eyebrows and the drawing of wide upper 
eyeliners, a wide lip liner, and a partial shading of lips.

Needle formations
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